Background
Innovative Computer Solutions is a new
company established in December 2004
and located in Mayfield. The business
was formed through a merger of three existing businesses which had traded separately in hardware and software for up to
five years.
Innovative Computer Solutions was created to allow sharing of expertise and to
broaden and standardise the range of services available to our existing clients in
Newcastle, the Central Coast and the surrounding areas. As a result of this merger,
we have also expanded our operations
and are looking to bring the advantages of
our skills to a wider customer base.
Customers of note that have enjoyed the
benefits of our service so far include a
number of government agencies, several
local schools, and many local businesses
including KFC, The Clarendon Hotel and
Coliseum Antiques.
Are you happy with your current IT consultants?

Information for
Prospective Clients
(Business)

C ONTACT A R EPRESENTATIVE T ODAY :

156 Maitland Road
Mayfield NSW 2304
Phone: (02) 49 600 581
Fax: (02) 49 608 432
sales@ic-solutions.com.au
www.ic-solutions.com.au
Open 9am-6pm Monday-Thursday
and 9am-5pm Friday

Comprehensive IT
Consulting Services
 Server maintenance, Windows or Unix
based
 Computer hardware repairs, upgrades
and sales
 Internet setup; wireless, VOIP and
VPNs
 Computer related office supplies such
as printers and faxes
 Software consultancy, design and development
 Web page design, development and
hosting
 Network setup; email, web and DNS
servers
 Home automation products and services
 In depth project consultancy and planning services
 On-site and out-of-hours assistance
 Network hardware
setup including cabling
 … and more!

Ten reasons
why you
should choose
Innovative
Computer
Solutions for
your business

A wide range of skills and
experience under one roof
University trained and Wide range of skills
Thanks partly to our varied
experienced
The team at IC-Solutions
has experience and graduate qualifications covering
areas from Computer Science to Electrical Engineering. We not only know
how to keep your systems
working, but we can explain a PC down to it’s
base components which
allows us to very quickly
discern
the
cause of your
problems.

backgrounds and the
merger of the three different businesses the team at
IC-Solutions have all had
exposure to different systems and skills. By merging into one entity we can
now offer you the benefits
of this diversity. Whether
you have only a few Windows based workstations,
or a work
force spanning multiple
locations and
operating sysStriving for
tems, or even
excellence
Here at ICserver farms
Solutions we
on the other
do not believe
side of the
that close enough is good world, our staff has had the
enough. In everything we experience to help you.
do we strive to excel. This
is evident in the success All under one roof
that we have had in previ- Regardless of your IT
ous projects and customer needs we can do it all from
dealings. We do not be- one shop. Whether it be
lieve that we should leave network administration or
something broken so you software design or impleneed to call us again. mentation, our team has
When we leave a job we the skills required to transleave in the belief that you form your problems into
should not need to call us your solutions.
again until you want something done.
Why don’t you call us
today?

 Superior service:
We take the time to
ensure that you do
understand.

 Problem Solving: Thanks
to our experience and software design background,
problem solving is a natural
step for us. No problem is too
big or too small.
 Commitment: We are resolved to provide you with the
very best that we can. We want
to see your business succeed.
 No Fuss: We do not
believe in playing games in
business. All our practices
are straight forward with no
reading between the lines
 Locally owned and operated: We are local, just
like you and want to see
locals supporting locals

 Low prices: We don’t
believe in specials. Our
prices are well below retail
every day, meaning no
rushed decisions to catch
that fleeting bargain.
 Experience: We are university trained and have the
experience to back it up, so
you know we can keep your
business running smoothly.
 Stability: Our forming
partners have been in business for years. We are not
going to disappear tomorrow.

 Know how: We have been
trained to the highest standard,
and strive to stay on top of tomorrow’s innovations. Let us do
the hard yards for you.
 Lateral Thinking: Much of our
training is in software and hardware design, meaning lateral thinking is part of our very being. Innovation comes naturally to us.

